Open-shell singlet biradicaloids have been attracting tremendous interest due to their unique electronic, optical and magnetic properties for their applications in nonlinear optics, molecular spintronics, and energy storage devices.1–5 Recently open-shell polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as tetraphenyl[a,f,j,o]perylenet,7 zethrenes,1,8 indenofluorenec–12 and quinoidal rylenes13–15 with a singlet biradical ground state have been developed. However, the open-shell structure of these molecules is vulnerable to degradation, which hampers their applications. To date, only a few molecular electronic and spintronic devices based on open-shell PAHs have been investigated.16,17 Thus, the exploration of novel synthetic designs towards stable open-shell PAHs with tunable magnetic properties is imperative.

It is noted that the stability of the open-shell PAHs is strongly related to the additional sextet rings gained in the biradical resonance form, according to the theoretical predictions and experimental results.1–3,18,19 Nevertheless, the synthesis of stable open-shell quinoidal oligothiophene derivatives is rarely reported.20–22

Recently, Ponce Ortiz and coworkers discovered that a quinoidal oligothiophene presents biradical character when the number of central thiophene rings is four or above, otherwise showing closed-shell quinoidal structures.20 Therefore, considering the lack of synthesis protocols and challenges in thermal stability of such biradical character, we have designed a molecule 4-CN-DTmBDT (Scheme 1) using the planar heteroacene building block, dithieno[2,3-d;2’;3’-d]benzo[2,1-b;3,4-b’]-dithiophene (4-CN-DTmBDT) was synthesized. Its open-shell biradical character in the ground state is studied by a combination of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Structural assignment was verified with single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. A highly stable biradicaloid with a low energy gap and low LUMO level is achieved.

Scheme 1 Structural transformation and resonance structures of 4-CN-DTmBDT.
our assumption that 4CN-DTmBDT possesses an open-shell singlet ground state.

The synthesis of the tetracyano quinoidal derivative, 4CN-DTmBDT was carried out through the palladium-catalyzed Takahashi coupling reaction of the precursor Br2-DTmBDT \(^2,3\) with malonitrile followed by oxidation with 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone (DDQ) as shown in Scheme 2 with an overall yield of 68%. The dodecyl alkyl chains enable 4CN-DTmBDT to have good solubility in common organic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran, dichloromethane, toluene and N-methylpyrrolidone. The product was characterized by \(^1\)H-NMR in deuterated tetrachloroethane (C\(_2\)D\(_2\)Cl\(_4\)) and high-resolution MALDI-TOF MS. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) indicated excellent stability, with 5% weight loss occurring at 420 °C (Fig. S1\(^\dagger\)).

Single crystals of 4CN-DTmBDT suitable for X-ray crystallographic analysis were obtained by slow evaporation of tetrachloroethane solution. The molecular structure was further confirmed by single crystal XRD analysis at a temperature of 193 K (Fig. 1). The backbone of the molecule is completely flat and packed in the \(\bar{P}1\) (triclinic) space group. The molecules are arranged in a slipped \(\pi\)-stacking fashion with a \(\alpha\)-face separation of 3.46 Å. It is found that there are significant bond length alternations in the structure. On closer inspection of such a conjugated system, only distinct double-bond character is observed rather than delocalized partial double bonds.\(^1,6\)

This might suggest that the ground electronic state exists mainly in the form of a closed-shell quinoidal structure at 193 K.

Intrigued by the single crystal XRD analysis, variable-temperature \(^1\)H-NMR spectra of 4CN-DTmBDT were recorded in C\(_2\)D\(_2\)Cl\(_4\) to investigate temperature dependent differences (Fig. 2). The marked (*) resonance signal at 7.33 ppm is well-assigned to the proton of the DTmBDT unit. This peak appeared sharply at 298 K but became broader as the temperature was increased step by step. This resonance almost disappeared at 393 K and no new peak was observed suggesting transformation to the biradical NMR inactive form. This process is entirely reversible upon cooling the sample back to 298 K, thus suggesting the high thermal stability of 4CN-DTmBDT. These findings indicate a radical feature, which has also been observed in phenalenyl-, zethrene- and tetra-benzo[\(a,f,j,o\)]perylene-based biradicals, and is caused by a thermally excited triplet species.\(^3,6\)

To further confirm the biradical nature of 4CN-DTmBDT, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurement was carried out in the solid state (Fig. 3a) and in dilute solutions of toluene (Fig. S2\(^\dagger\)). As shown in Fig. 3a, 4CN-DTmBDT exhibited increasing EPR signal intensities upon warming the sample from 220 to 320 K, which was in accordance with the variable-temperature \(^1\)H-NMR measurements. The g value is 2.0028 indicating a carbon based radical. The temperature dependence of the EPR signal intensity (Fig. S2\(^\dagger\)) was analyzed using the Bleaney and Bowers equation.\(^24,25\) The estimated singlet-triplet energy gap (\(\Delta E_{ST}\)) is 2.65 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Consequently, both the NMR and EPR results demonstrate that compound 4CN-DTmBDT has the biradical feature.

To gain insight into the electronic structure of 4CN-DTmBDT, DFT calculations were performed with the geometry of single crystal structure to obtain the singlet–triplet energy gap (\(\Delta E_{ST}\)) and to compare the spin density distribution. The \(\Delta E_{ST} = \approx 6.88\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\) was calculated at the DFT unrestricted broken symmetry (BS) B3LYP/6-31g(d) level of theory.\(^26,27\) (Table S1 and Fig. S3\(^\dagger\)). As shown in Fig. 3b, C1 and C2 have the largest spin densities, as predicted in Scheme 1. Thus, the calculation results also indicate that 4CN-DTmBDT exist in resonance forms between the Kekulé and biradical structures. The closed-shell DFT calculations for the quinoidal structure were also carried out to predict the frontier molecular orbital distributions and its absorption spectra through
B3LYP/6-31(d) and TD-SCF B3LYP/6-31G(d), respectively. The HOMO and LUMO were completely distributed all over the molecule with an energy gap of 1.34 eV (Fig. S4†). The simulated absorption spectra had two peaks at 660 nm (λmax) and 318 nm with onset absorption extended over 1000 nm (Fig. S5†).

Fig. 4a illustrates the UV-vis absorption spectra of 4CN-DTmBDT in dilute toluene solution. The absorption maximum appeared at 679 nm, which was red shifted around ∼80 nm in comparison with the quinoidal benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b']dithiophene derivative DHB-QDTB28 (for the chemical structure, see ESI, Scheme S1†), which is due to the enlarged conjugation length. The absorption spectrum of 4CN-DTmBDT had another two red-shifted shoulder peaks at 722 nm and 776 nm, respectively. The onset of absorption is related to an optical gap of 1.4 eV. The high energy peak around 320 nm was assigned to the conjugated backbone of DTmBDT. Moreover, 4CN-DTmBDT showed very weak photo-luminescence, further indicating the presence of biradicaloid character. Cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 4b) was employed to investigate the electrochemical properties of 4CN-DTmBDT. It presented a well-resolved reversible oxidation peak at 1.12 V and two reversible reduction waves at −0.33 V and −0.47 V respectively. The ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) of 4CN-DTmBDT were thus estimated to be −5.70 eV and −4.52 eV, respectively, from the onsets of the 1st oxidation and reduction peak potentials. Notably, the electrochemical energy gap (1.18 eV) of 4CN-DTmBDT was similar to its analogue dicyanomethylene-substituted quinoidal dithieno[2,3-d;2,3-d]benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b']dithiophene,29 while the experimental values were in well agreement with the calculated HOMO and LUMO levels of the molecule (Fig. S4†).

Fascinated by the high thermal stability of 4CN-DTmBDT from the TGA analysis, we have investigated possible phase transitions using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in the temperature range of 20 °C to 350 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere. Surprisingly, there was an exothermic phase transition at 275 °C apart from the endothermic peak at 126 °C which might be assigned to segmental melting or rearrangement. The high temperature phase transition was not reversible in the cooling cycle and did not occur in subsequent heating–cooling cycles suggesting a permanent change in the 4CN-DTmBDT material. This black coloured “transformed product” from the heating cycle up to 350 °C was not soluble in any solvent even under sonication and heating conditions. MALDI-TOF analysis did not provide any clues about the “transformed product”. In another experiment, heating–cooling curves for 4CN-DTmBDT were recorded in the range of 20 °C to 190 °C and the endothermic phase transition (at 126 °C) was found to be reversible. Interestingly this product is quite stable which is confirmed by 1H-NMR, MALDI-TOF and FT-IR analysis and in complete agreement.
with 4CN-DTmBDT. According to our observations (Fig. S6 and S7†) and Seki’s recent work,20 we tentatively predict that 4CN-DTmBDT might go through radical polymerization at 275 °C to yield the “transformed product”. The tentative polymer structure P1 is presented in Fig. S8† by considering the following aspects: (i) in the IR spectrum (Fig. S9†), the peak representing the C=π stretching frequency at ∼2204 cm⁻¹ has not changed in both 4CN-DTmBDT and the polymer; (ii) the stretching frequency of aromatic C–H (ν=C–H 3089 cm⁻¹) has disappeared in the polymer spectra; and (iii) the solid did not lose color thus supporting the polymerization reaction through the C2 position.29,30

In summary, we have successfully synthesized the conjugated elongated quinoidal molecule (4CN-DTmBDT) with 1.2 eV narrow energy gap. The exhibited open-shell biradical properties were confirmed by variable-temperature 1H NMR and EPR analysis. The biradical 4CN-DTmBDT demonstrated good thermal and electrochemical stability. Together with its planarity, efficient intermolecular π–π interaction and low singlet-triplet energy gap (∆E_ST), it is expected that 4CN-DTmBDT can be an ideal material for molecular electronic devices.
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